DESCRIPTION

With 21 revised and updated chapters, *Fonética y fonología, 4th Edition* continues with three principal aims that characterized its successful previous editions. First, it provides an unparalleled introduction to phonetics and phonology. Second, the text allows students, native English speakers, to acquire semi-native pronunciation. Third, it offers to students their first introduction to dialectic phonetic variations of Latin American Spanish and peninsular Spanish. Adding new co-author, Ana Ameal-Guerra, a native of Galicia, Spain, amplifies various sections about peninsular dialects and other varieties in the Spanish speaking world.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

**Dr. Armin Schwegler** earned his bachelor's from California State University-Fullerton and his doctorate from CSU-Berkely. He is currently Director of Global Cultures (an interdisciplinary B.A. program) at UC Irvine, and a regular faculty member in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese. Dr. Schwegler has traveled, lived, and worked in several Romance Language-Speaking countries.


**Ana Ameal-Guerra** is author of *Fonética y fonología españolas, 4th Edition*, published by Wiley.
RELATED RESOURCES

Student
View Student Companion Site

Instructor
View Instructor Companion Site
Contact your Rep for all inquiries

NEW TO EDITION

Listening exercises, exercise keys, speech samples, practice exams, and other supplemental material are now on-line.

FEATURES

Fonética y fonología españolas has been completely revised and updated for the fourth edition.

To purchase this product, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9780470421925